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This book includes twenty-five new rubber band loom projects, including bracelets, sports-themed

charms, key rings, pendants, and even a working slingshot. New crafters and dedicated fans will

enjoy creating the wide variety of projects in this collection, including:Cell phone caseDaisy chain

braceletWatch bandOcto braceletBlooming beaded braceletSports fan keychainMatching

barrettesPencil topperRainbow ringNunchuksRocker cuff braceletSnowman ornamentAnd many

more!
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The book has good color photos and a nice hard cover binding. A bit text heavy for a young kid to

follow. Four Looms for the Cell Phone case? I can't imagine anyone has four rainbow looms at

home (thats $68 worth of plastic looms!) Even the simple Candy Cane design made on two looms.

Many of the other projects require purchasing extra items beyond your $17 Rainbow Loom kit -- a

craft hoop for the peace sign, specialty beads, even a watch face. If you are considering purchasing

this book as a gift for your child, be prepared to be asked to buy more and more items so they can

complete the projects.

terrible illustrations, confusing poorly written instructions.Would benefit from line illustrations instead



of a tiny photo of what it looks like after the multi step section.Very Vague.

This is a great book of very cool projects that go beyond the simple bracelets that come with the

Rainbow Loom instructions. I bought one for my son, and his friends loved the projects so much that

I bought more for holiday gifts for the kids in our neighborhood!

This is a fantastic book to help kids stay creative and engaged. Both my kids, ages 8 and 10, have

made MANY projects out of this book and think it is never-ending fun. Designs are fun and the

directions are very easy to follow. There are several projects to make that are not bracelets which

my kids have truly enjoyed. Overall, this is a terrific book with endless fun for both my kids!

My daughters and I spent much of the day trying to figure out a few bracelet patterns from this book.

No luck. We even got my husband to try and decipher the instructions as well as my older daughter

who has Rainbow Loom experience. None of us could understand these poorly-written instructions.

The photos that went along with the instructions were not helpful either. I'm returning this book.

This book could have been great but I think the publishers rushed it through editing to catch the

rainbow loom craze because there are a ton of mistakes and the instructions are unclear in many

projects. I looked at the publishers website and they don't even have an errata on it. Right now our

book has a ton of penciled in notes that correct the instructions and make them more clear on some

of the "simpler" projects. We haven't even taken a look at the more difficult ones that take more than

one loom. It is quite frustrating to have to spend an hour or more deciphering what the instructions

are trying to say. My kids were crestfallen when they couldn't complete a project or their project fell

apart due to bad instructions. The pictures do help a bit but there are more than one step between

most pictures. We usually end up going online for help via youtube to find a video. I would avoid this

book unless you are an experienced loomer that can look at the project pictures and not have to

read the instructions to figure out how to proceed. It would also be better if this book was spiral

bound since most of the time it is laid flat on the floor or table.

We purchased this book for my 8 years old daughter. It was her first book on the subject and we

believed the images were nice and very appealing to make. However, when we got it we had no

clue how to make them by reading the instructions. So we looked at the rainbow loom web page

and saw the videos that are really helpful. I thought maybe with some practice on the basics we



could get back to the book. My daughter has made already about 9 different designs from the web

page and we still canâ€™t make any from the book. I have tried myself without success. The

instructions for the mustache are very clear from step 1 to 19, but the final step is summarized in

just one image that we cannot clearly see the details. It was useless. We tried twice and gave up

after 2 hours of trying. Not fair for a girl that wants to do creative things, while on the videos you can

follow and have a final very nice item in less than 30 minutes. I cannot send it back because I live in

Mexico and to do so will cost me more than purchasing a new one. Not worth it.

The pics are difficult to see and the steps are not super clear. My daughter wasn't happy with her

purchase...
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